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Abstract

A distributed control plane architecture enhances trans-
port networks with dynamic andflexible connection con-
trol. As a result, it allows the provisioning ofadvanced con-
nectivity services, like Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), on
layer 1 switching networks. Such Layer 1 VPN (LI VPN)
services enable multiple customer networks to share a sin-
gle transport network. In this work', we propose an archi-
tecture for Li VPN management. Our approach has been
to use Policy-Based Management (PBM) to provide cus-
tomers with some level of control and management over
their Li VPNs. We also present a prototype implemented to
validate the proposed architecture and discuss implications
ofpoliciesfor LI VPN configuration management.

1 Introduction

Traditional transport networks must be enhanced in or-
der to deal with increasing growth in traffic, service net-
work convergence, and the stringent quality of service re-
quirements of new advanced applications. In this context,
the Automatic Switched Transport Network (ASTN) archi-
tecture, specified by the International Telecommunications
Union (ITU), has emerged as a key approach to design the
next generation transport networks. ASTN enhances trans-
port networks with a control plane architecture that enables
dynamic topology and resource discovery, automated con-
nection provisioning, and efficient recovery mechanisms.
One such architecture is the Generalized Multi-Protocol La-
bel Switching (GMPLS) [9], defined within the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF). GMPLS extends IP-based
routing and signaling protocols to build a distributed control
plane architecture which supports multiple switching tech-
nologies.
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Figure 1. LlVPN service reference model.

The control plane allows transport networks to dynam-
ically provide connections to customer networks. As a re-

sult, it is possible for providers to offer more advanced con-

nectivity services such as Virtual Private Networks (VPNs)
on layer 1 transport networks like optical and time division
multiplexing (TDM) networks. The Layer 1 VPN [16] ser-

vice enables multiple customer service networks to share a

single layer 1 transport network. It allows customers to es-

tablish connections between their sites by dynamically al-
locating resources from the provider network. A primary
requirement is that customers should be given some level of
management and control over their Layer 1 VPN (L1VPN),
which includes modifying the topology.

The Fig. 1 shows the basic elements ofthe L1VPN refer-
ence model [16] and also possible topologies oftwo L1VPN
services (A and B). A Customer Edge (CE) is a device
within the customer network that receives LIVPN services
from the provider network. A Provider Edge (PE) is a de-
vice within the provider to which at least one CE is con-

nected. It provides LIVPN service functionalities to CEs
through the L1VPN service interface. A Provider (P) node
is a device within the provider network that is not connected
to any CE, but only to PE and P devices. Control and data
connectivity is restricted to LIVPN membership which is
the set of CEs under control of the same customer. LIVPN
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is a port-based provider provisioned VPN. The Customer
Port Identifier (CPI) and the Provider Port Identifier (PPI)
are the logical endpoints of the link between CE and PE re-
spectively. A VPN member is identified by a CPI-PPI pair.

With the advances in layer 1 networks and the devel-
opment of intelligent IP-based control plane architectures,
Layer 1 VPN defines an interface by which providers can
offer cost effective, flexible and on demand bandwidth ser-
vices to multiple customers. Recently, standardization or-
ganizations have worked on LIVPN services. The ITU has
specified generic service requirements and service architec-
tural elements [6], as well as functions and architectures to
support LIVPN [7]. Moreover, the IETF has created a spe-
cific working group which is aimed at specifying how to
provide LIVPN services over GMPLS enabled networks.
The first steps concern service requirements and frame-
work [13], and the analysis of applying GMPLS protocols
and mechanisms in the support ofLlVPN services [14].
We have been investigating how to provide LIVPN ser-

vices on transport networks enhanced with a distributed
control plane. In this paper we are concerned with L1VPN
configuration management issues. We propose an archi-
tecture for LIVPN service management. The main prob-
lem here is how a single provider network supports mul-
tiple LIVPN services, while providing customers with in-
dependent control and management over their LIVPN. In
order to meet such requirement the architecture is built on
the Policy-Based Management (PBM) approach [20]. The
main focus of interest is to discuss LIVPN policy classes
and how the proposed architecture supports PBM instead of
defining specific policies for L1VPN management. Further-
more, the design of the architecture makes the assumption
that the provider network control plane supports dynamic
connection setup and topology information discovery.

First, we present related work. In Section 3, we describe
how the IETF Policy Framework has been used in the con-
text of LIVPN management and define major classes of
policies for LIVPN service management. Then, we pro-
pose an architecture for LIVPN service management in
Section 4. We describe the architecture functional model
and usage scenarios for different LIVPN service models.
Then we discuss the prototype implementation in Section 5
and evaluate the implications of using policies in LIVPN
management in Section 6. Finally, we conclude and present
future work in Section 7.

2 Related work

Research work have mainly focused on control plane is-
sues in the provisioning of LIVPN services. Indeed, most
work have investigated how to provide L1VPN services on
GMPLS enabled transport networks and evaluated the nec-
essary extensions in the control plane protocols in order to

support L1VPN. The work presented in [12] proposes the so
called Generalized VPNs (GVPNs) services. Such services
use the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) as a VPN member-
ship auto-discovery mechanism and the GMPLS signaling
and routing mechanisms to establish VPN connections.

The work presented in [17] compares types of LIVPN
architectures namely, centralized, distributed and hybrid ar-
chitectures. It focus on the management-based service in-
terface as a suitable approach for initial steps in LIVPN
service deployment. In this context, it evaluates centralized
and hybrid architectures and argues that the last achieves
more scalable, resilient and fast operations. Then it pro-
poses a hybrid architecture that combines centralized and
distributed functions to support the L1VPN service. In that
case, VPN specific functions are centralized and common
signaling and routing functions are distributed.
A discussion on existing GMPLS mechanisms for real-

izing L1VPN functionalities is presented in [15]. That work
describes management and control-based LIVPN service
models taking into consideration the service interface by
which the customer accesses LIVPN functionality. Further-
more, it explains how LIVPN services can be performed
by GMPLS in terms of addressing, membership discov-
ery and signaling aspects. Finally, it discusses open issues
in LIVPN provisioning. Such ones mainly include man-
agement functionalities like per-VPN resource management
and VPN configuration management.

Differently from aforementioned work, our contribution
focus on configuration management ofL1VPN services. In-
stead of compete with them, the present proposal comple-
ment that work in order to deploy L1VPN services in a fully
functional way.

3 Policy framework

We have decided on a policy-based approach in order to
achieve that customers have some level of control and man-
agement over their L1VPN service. Indeed, an L1VPN re-
quirement is that customers must be able to specify policies
to control their LIVPN operation. Therefore, Policy-Based
Management (PBM) emerges as a suitable approach to meet
these requirements.
PBM has been widely used to address the complexity of

network and service management. More specifically, some
research work have proposed policy-based architectures to
manage VPN services on IP networks. PBM provides dy-
namic network-wide management. In a Policy Framework,
an administrator defines policies to be enforced within the
network in order to control the behavior of the system as a
whole. Policies are a set of rules that define how network
resources and services can be used. Each rule consists of
conditions and actions. If the conditions are evaluated true,
then the actions are executed.



3.2 Policy classes

We have adapted the IETF policy framework [20] tak-
ing into account LlVPN management aspects. The adapted
framework is presented in Fig. 2. In this framework, the
provider network operator should firstly specify policies to
manage the LIVPN services based on administrative and
business goals. This is represented by the Modeling pro-

cess. Policies are modeled in accordance with the provider
network infrastructure, the LlVPN service framework sup-

ported by the provider, and customer requirements. Fur-
thermore, defined policies should be in compliance with a

policy information model to assure interoperability. There
is a need for a policy management tool that should provide
policy modeling, including syntax check, conflict resolu-
tion, and so on. The defined policies for LI VPN control and
management are represented in the figure as Service Config-
uration Policies.
A Policy Decision Point (PDP) should evaluate the ser-

vice configuration policies in order to decide which actions
must be enforced. Decisions may be requested or triggered
by the occurrence of specific events. Such decisions should
consider the current network conditions. PDP also may

translate configuration policies to configuration information
specific to the network nodes based on specific capabilities
of each node. Finally, a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) is
responsible for performing configuration changes according
to actions sent by the PDP. They are also responsible for the
report of device capabilities and network status to the PDP.

The Decision process performed by the PDP is logically
centralized. The Enforcement process is distributed over

the network by implementing the PEP functionality on the
managed entities. However, Decision and Enforcement pro-

cesses may be implemented in a centralized management
system.

Figure 2. Policy-based framework for Layer 1
VPN management.

We have defined three major categories of LlVPN poli-
cies, namely, configuration, admission control, and routing
policies. Configuration Policies are used to define configu-
ration parameters which control LlVPN service operation.
Main service operational aspects to which that policies may
be applied are described as follows:

* There are two LlVPN resource allocation models.
In the dedicated model, provider network resources
are exclusively reserved for a specific LlVPN and
they can not be allocated by another LlVPN. In the
shared model, resources can be allocated by differ-
ent LlVPNs in a time-sharing manner. Configuration
policies can be used to configure resource allocation
management and control the specification of allocation
models for the several LlVPN customers.

* Configuration policies can also be applied in fault han-
dling [3]. The provider network may support several
restoration and protection schemes to recover from
link and node failures. Such policies may deter-
mine which recovery scheme should be used for each
LlVPN or each LlVPN member.

* The provider network may support differentiated
classes of LIVPN services. Provider network opera-
tors can specify configuration policies to determine the
class of service for each L1VPN.

* Configuration policies can also define routing algo-
rithm parameters, since each LIVPN service may use
different path computation algorithms, link weights,
and other routing attributes in connection routing.

Admission Control Policies are used in the LIVPN con-
nection admission control which also considers member-
ship information. Beyond common admission control as-
pects, like resource availability, those policies allow to spec-
ify additional constraints on admission control as following:

* Such policies can enhance membership control with
additional connectivity restrictions. They allow to de-
fine restrictions within an LIVPN by defining which
members can establish connections to each other.

* Admission control policies can also be used to limit
resources per LIVPN service, as well as to limit the
number of connections per LIVPN service or member.

* In the admission of customer connection requests, pre-
provisioned connections in the provider network may
be used in the establishment of the LIVPN connec-
tions. Admission control policies can be used to op-
timize the selection of the pre-provisioned core con-
nection. In a previous work, we have described an ar-
chitecture for policy-based grooming responsible for

3.1 Framework



managing the installation and aggregation of customer
traffic flows within core optical connections [19].

Routing Policies aim to control path computation for
LIVPN connections. The major applications of these poli-
cies are described as follows:

* Routing policies can be applied in support of
Constraint-Based Routing (CBR). CBR is mainly used
in traffic engineering and fast connection reroute
mechanisms. In this case, path computation is subject
to resource and administrative constraints like route re-
strictions [1]. Those policies can be used to specify
such constraints on LIVPN connection routing.

* Routing policies can also be used in resource manage-
ment as a way to support dedicated and shared alloca-
tion models when path computation is centralized.

* When there are several suitable routes for a connec-
tion, routing policies can be used to optimize route se-
lection, for instance, in terms of resource utilization.

4 Proposed architecture

In this section, we propose a management architecture
for LIVPN services. Firstly, we describe the architecture
functionalities and how its modules interact with each other.
Then we discuss operational aspects ofthe architecture with
respect to different LlVPN service models.

4.1 Functional model

The architecture design is based on the assumption that
the transport network is enhanced with a control plane
which provides dynamic connection setup and network
topology discovery. The proposed architecture is presented
in Fig. 3. It defines a user interface represented by the Ac-
cess Interface module. Through this interface the customer
or the provider network operator can request LlVPN con-
nections, define policies or receive performance informa-
tion about the respective L1VPN service. On the other hand,
the Control Plane Interface module is the interface between
the management system and the control plane. The core
modules are isolated by the interfaces. This design is aimed
at achieving flexibility and making interoperability easier.

The Access Interface module is responsible for process-
ing the requests from customers and provider network oper-
ators, as well as for authentication and authorization proce-
dures. According to the requests it invokes one of the three
modules described as follows. The Service Monitor is re-
sponsible for providing performance and fault information
about LIVPN services for their customers. Some of those
information can be obtained from the control plane. The

Customer /
Provider Network Operator

Network Control Plane

Figure 3. LlVPN management architecture.

Service Provider is the main module. It is responsible for
the configuration and accounting management of LIVPN
services. It performs admission control on customer con-
nection requests considering policies and membership in-
formation. It is also responsible for connection control
by requesting the control plane to create, modify or delete
layer 1 connections according to the desired LlVPN topol-
ogy. The Policy Manager allows customers and provider
network operators to add, edit, remove, and activate poli-
cies. It is responsible for managing policies and processing
decision requests from the other modules.

The Membership Manager is responsible for managing
LIVPN membership information. It includes functions for
adding or removing LIVPN members and verifying mem-
bership. The Resource Manager is responsible for man-
aging provider network resources. It should provide sup-
port for shared and dedicated resource allocation models.
The Routing Controller is responsible for computing the
route for LlVPN connection requests by making use of re-
source availability information from the Resource Manager
and collecting topology information from the routing mech-
anism of the control plane.

Some ofthe functionalities are not VPN specific and may
have already been implemented on the provider network.
However, such functionalities may need extensions in order
to support LIVPN services. Furthermore, LIVPN policies
may be specified by provider network operators according
to a Service Level Agreement (SLA) and customer require-
ments. Also, the customers should be allowed to specify
high-level policies to configure and control their LIVPN
services. As a result, separate LIVPN control and man-
agement is provided to customers.

The operation of the Service Provider, Routing Con-
troller, and Resource Manager modules is subjected to the
rules defined by the policies from the Policy Manager. The
Fig. 4 illustrates how the architecture modules interact in the
provisioning of LIVPN connections. The Access Interface
processes the customer request and then invokes the Ser-
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Figure 4. Connection setup.

vice Provider module to establish the connection (1). This
module retrieves configuration information from the Policy
Manager (2). Such information is used to configure con-
nection setup. The Service provider also requests policy
decisions for connection admission control. In addition, it
communicates with the Membership Manager in order to
verify whether the endpoints specified in the connection re-
quest are members of the same VPN (3). Then, the Service
provider requests the Routing Controller to compute a route
for the requested connection (4). The Routing Controller
requests the Policy Manager for routing policy decisions
which will control path computation (5). This computation
requires resource availability information which is obtained
from the the Resource Manager (6). Since the Service
Provider has received a route for the connection, it requests
connection setup to the network control plane through the
Control Plane Interface (7). The connection setup by the
control plane signaling is represented by step (8). Finally,
the customer is reported on the connection establishment
through the Access Interface.

4.2 Usage scenarios

There are two L1VPN service models based on the ser-
vice interface. In the management-based service model,
LIVPN service is provided on a management interface
by which the customer management system communicates
with the provider management system in order to control
and manage the respective L1VPN. In this case, there is no
exchange of control plane messages between customer and
provider. In the control-based model, LIVPN service pro-
visioning is achieved through control plane communication
between CE and PE. In this case there are two approaches.
First, the service interface is based only on control plane
signaling between CE and PE devices. Second, routing
mechanisms can be supported on the service interface in

Management Based - g- LIVPN Managemnt System
Service interface '

Distributed Control Plane

Customer Network
Management System

CE _ m
Site Al 1 r C D

Figure 5. Management-based LlVPN service.

addition to signaling mechanisms. In the last case, there is
exchange of routing information between CE and PE. Thus
CE may obtain provider network topology and remote site
reachability information.

Here we describe usage scenarios in terms of the two
LIVPN service models take into account the proposed ar-
chitecture functionalities. In both scenarios we consider a
GMPLS enabled provider network. In this context, dynamic
connection setup can be performed by GMPLS RSVP-TE
(Resource Reservation Protocol-Traffic Engineering) sig-
naling mechanism [2] and automatic topology discovery
can be achieved through GMPLS OSPF-TE (Open Short-
est Path First-Traffic Engineering) routing mechanism [8].

The Fig. 5 shows LIVPN service deployment scenario
considering the management-based service model. In this
case, the service provisioning is based on a hybrid architec-
ture which combines distributed and centralized functions.
The control plane functions are distributed since they are
performed by the GMPLS architecture. Distributed connec-
tion setup signaling and topology discovery contribute for
scalability and fast connection recovery mechanisms. The
management functionalities are centralized and may be im-
plemented in an L1VPN management system or integrated
into the provider Network Management System (NMS).

In order to establish an LIVPN connection, the customer
sends a connection request to the L1VPN management sys-
tem. After processing the request, the management system
invokes the GMPLS control plane to set up a connection
across the provider network on behalfofthe customer. Then
the CE nodes can establish routing adjacencies over such
connection, as in an overlay scenario. GMPLS signaling
mechanisms are used to establish the connection between
PE devices. Such connection initiated by a management
system is named a soft permanent connection (SPC). After
a route is computed for the connection request, the L1VPN
management system requests the SPC to the ingress PE.

In the control-based service model scenario, several of
the proposed architecture functionalities are also distributed
beyond the control plane ones. This usage scenario im-
proves scalability and robustness in service provisioning.
However it is a long term solution since control plane proto-



Figure 6. Control-based LlVPN service.

col extensions and ever new solutions are needed. Namely,
membership information management, admission and con-
nection control, route computation and resource manage-
ment functions, before implemented in the centralized sys-
tem, are now performed on the PE device. Some functions
like policy management remain centralized. Also, a central-
ized management system may be used to provide customer
with service monitoring functions as reporting LIVPN ser-
vice performance and fault information.

Furthermore, in this LIVPN deployment scenario, PE
devices need to implement PEP functionality in order to
support policy-based management, as illustrated in Fig. 6.
PE devices communicate with a Policy Server to request
policy decisions. This server supports policy modeling
and performs PDP functionality. It is logically centralized
and can be implemented in a centralized management sys-
tem. In this context, LIVPN control and management are
achieved through policies since operations on PE devices
are subject to policy rules specified in the policy server. In
order to support communication between PEPs on PE de-
vices and a policy server there is a need for a policy in-
formation exchange protocol like COPS (Common Open
Policy Service) [5]. This is a query and response protocol
which allows on demand policy decision requests. Further-
more, such protocol could be used to provision PE devices
with L1VPN service configuration information [4].

5 Prototype implementation

We have implemented and tested an LIVPN manage-
ment prototype system in order to validate the proposed ar-
chitecture. The implementation considers the management-
based service model and LIVPN configuration policies.
The main modules of the architecture were developed us-
ing the Java Remote Method Invocation (Java RMI) tech-
nology. The Service Provider module includes two sub-
modules which are responsible for connection control and
admission control. Route computation for requested con-
nections are performed by the Routing Controller. It im-
plements the Dijkstra's Shortest Path algorithm. The Fig. 7
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Figure 7. Implemented prototype.

depicts the structure of the prototype. Currently, the Ser-
vice Monitor is being implemented and it is not showed in
the figure. Also the policies are specified in a static way (in
compilation time) within the Service Provider which is then
responsible for the policy management and enforcement.

In order to provide a high level offlexibility to access the
management system, the Access Interface module was im-
plemented as a Web Service. The main objective ofthe Web
Services technology is to provide interoperability and au-
tomated communication between distributed and heteroge-
neous applications usingXML standards and Internet proto-
cols. The web interface is illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows
the definition of a configuration policy. In this case, the con-
figuration policy specifies a resource allocation model and
a path computation scheme for the LIVPN service whose
identifier is "100". If the dedicated model is chosen, then
it is possible to define how many wavelengths must be re-
served in each link. Two path computation schemes are pos-
sible: find the shortest path in terms of number of hops or
the path with most available bandwidth in terms of number
of available wavelengths.
We have also developed a simulation environment where

L1VPN services are provided over an optical transport net-
work. In this environment, L1VPN service customers con-
currently send connection requests to the LIVPN manage-
ment system. Then the system attempts to establish the re-
quested connections over the optical network. Therefore,
the LIVPN connections are optical connections through a
single provider network. An optical connection is estab-
lished by allocating an available wavelength in each link
from the source to the destination node. The connection
establishment is done by a simplified distributed signaling
mechanism. Such mechanism is performed by control plane
agents which are implemented in each node. It includes
messages to request and confirm wavelength allocation. Af-
ter the route is calculated, the Service Provider triggers the
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Figure 9. LlVPN policy model.

connection setup by sending a request to the control plane
agent in the ingress node. Then the control agents commu-
nicate with each other to set up the optical connections.

In addition, we have investigated the use ofXML tech-
nologies for policy representation mainly due to the flexi-
bility, interoperability and availability of syntax check tools.
To illustrate XML policies we consider the simplified policy
model presented in Fig. 9. This model is based on the Pol-
icy Core Information Model (PCIM) defined within IETF
[11, 10]. It was specified according to the policy classes
defined in Section 3 and covers configuration policies and
admission control policies related to connection restriction
and control ofnumber of connections. In this context, vari-
ables are associated with values to define conditions and
conditions are associated with actions to define policy rules.
The specified policy actions can be used to reject or accept
connections and to define VPN configuration parameters as

those discussed in the description of configuration policies.
An XML policy example is illustrated in Fig. 10 con-

sidering the policy model. Such policy specifies a configu-
ration and an admission control rule. Both rules should be
applied to "LIVPN service A" as expressed in the respec-

tive conditions (lines 7-8, and lines 18-19). The first rule
defines actions to configure the resource allocation model

1 <?xml version='1.0'?>
2 <!DOCTYPE Policy SYSTEM -llvpnPolicy.dtd->
3<POliCy id= 001''>
4 <PolicySet>
5 <PolicyRule type=- configuration ">
6 <PolicyCondition >
7 <VPNServiceIDVariable/>
8 <PolicyValue >vpnA</PolicyValue >
9 </PolicyCondition >

10 <PolicyAction>
11 <ResourceAllocationAction allocationModel

dedicated ''/>
12 <CoSAction model=' 'basic ' ' class =''gold

II/>
13 <RecoveryAction recoveryScheme='

protection:1+1'' />
14 </PolicyAction>
15 </PolicyRule>
16 <PolicyRule type=' 'admissionControl ">
17 <PolicyCondition >
18 <VPNServiceIDVariable/>
19 <PolicyValue >vpnA</PolicyValue >
20 <IngressMemberlDVariable />
21 <PolicyValue >CPI1-PPI1 </PolicyValue >
22 <EgressMemberlDVariable/>
23 <PolicyValue >CPI2-PPI2 </PolicyValue >
24 </PolicyCondition >
25 <PolicyAction>
26 <RejectAction/>
27 </PolicyAction>
28 </PolicyRule>
29 </PolicySet>
30 </Policy>

Figure 10. XML policy example.

as dedicated, the class of service, and the recovery scheme
(lines 11 to 13). The second one is an example of connec-
tivity restriction. It specifies that connections from member
CPI1-PPI1 to member CPI2-PPI2, as expressed in the con-
dition (lines 20 to 23), must be rejected (line 26).

6 Evaluation

The simplification and automation of the service man-
agement process are the main advantages of the policy-
based approach [20]. Simplification is achieved through
two key factors. First, all configuration is defined in a cen-
tralized way instead of configuring each device itself. In this
way, when a new CE device is connected to a PE, the PE
can be provisioned with respective LIVPN configuration
through the policy protocol. Second, high-level abstrac-
tions simplify policy definition. Administrators can spec-
ify service-level policies taking into consideration LIVPN
service aspects rather then technology specific details. Au-
tomation is achieved since administrators do not need to
configure the service themselves. They only state system-
wide policies which should guide the entities involved in
the provisioning ofLlVPN services.
We have performed simulations in order to evaluate the

effects and implications of configuration policies. From the
perspective of the LIVPN customer we measure the con-
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nection blocking rate. A connection is blocked if there are
not enough available wavelengths. From the perspective of
the service provider we measure the network resource uti-
lization rate, where resource means wavelengths.

In all simulated scenarios, the connection request arrival
rate is based on a Poisson distribution where the average
number of connections per second is 100 or a fraction of
100 when explicitly mentioned (e.g. "Arrival Rate = 0.4"
means the average is 40). The connection holding time
and the interval between two connection requests are based
on an exponential distribution. The topology of the simu-
lated provider optical network is presented in Fig. 11 which
shows the PE and P devices. For each LIVPN customer
there is one CE connected to each PE. The source and des-
tination nodes of the connections are randomly selected ac-
cording to a uniform distribution. The simulations are re-
peated 100 times and the presented results are the average.
A customer should be able to specify policies to man-

age their LI VPN services. However providers must super-
vise that task since a customer policy influences the overall
provider network performance and may affect another cus-
tomer service. Therefore LIVPN service provisioning is
managed by a combination of provider and customer poli-
cies. Furthermore, providers can use policies to define dif-
ferentiated classes of LIVPN services. The following sce-
narios illustrate these aspects.

In a first scenario we consider four LIVPN services
(LIVPN 0-3). Each customer requests a total of 2500 con-
nections and each optical link has 32 wavelengths. Config-
urations policies define high priority and low priority ser-
vices: (1) High priority service: Resource allocation model
is dedicated and 10 wavelengths on each link are reserved
for the LIVPN service. Route computation involves only
dedicated resources and must select the path with the max-
imum available resource. This is achieved by considering
the weight of a link is 1, where w is the number ofavailable
wavelengths. (2) Low priority service: Resource allocation
model is shared. Path computation involves shared provider
network resources and must find the shortest path in terms
of the number of hops.

The Fig. 12 shows the blocking rate of the LIVPN 0
and the average blocking rate of the other L1VPNs when all
LIVPNs are defined as low priority services. The Fig. 13
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Figure 12. Blocking rate.
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Figure 13. Differentiated blocking rate.

shows new rates when LIVPN 0 is assigned as high prior-
ity and the other LIVPNs remain as low priority services.
The results demonstrate that the service provider may de-
fine configuration policies to differentiate LIVPN services.
Moreover, the changes on blocking rate show how policies
for a service can affect other ones.
A similar scenario illustrates how policies can be used

in reaction to specific network conditions. Fig. 14 shows
the improvement on LIVPN 0 blocking rate when a pol-
icy is activated in order to assign L1VPN 0 as high priority.
In this case, before such policy is activated, wavelengths
in each link are dedicated for the L1VPN 0. The policy is
activated after the LIVPN 0 had requested half of the to-
tal number of connections. More elaborated conditions are
possible, for instance, such policies can be activated in the
occurrence of specific events or when a performance degra-
dation threshold is reached. This way, L1VPN management
automation is improved.

In previous scenarios, policy configuration defined dedi-
cated model to high priority L1VPN services in order to im-
prove service blocking rate. However, dedicated resources
may degrade the overall performance. This is illustrated in
Fig. 15. Here, it is compared the average blocking rate of all
LIVPN services when they use the same allocation model
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co
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at different connection request arrival rates. The blocking
rate is measured with dedicated allocation model for all
LIVPNs and then the blocking rate is measured again but
with shared allocation model for all LIVPNs. The graph
shows the average blocking rate of all LIVPNs in both
cases. When all LIVPNs use the dedicated model the net-
work resources (wavelengths) are equally distributed and
reserved to each one. The results show the shared resource

allocation model outperforms the dedicated model.
Moreover, the customer configuration policies can im-

pact on the overall provider network performance. We eval-
uated the effect on the provider network resource utilization
at different connection request arrival rates. Here, the re-

source utilization rate is measured in terms of the number
of allocated wavelengths. For each arrival rate, the utiliza-
tion rate is first measured with dedicated allocation model
for all L1VPNs and then with shared allocation model for
all L1VPNs. As shown in Fig. 16 and 17, the results demon-
strate that the dedicated model is less efficient than the
shared model. With low arrival rate there is no significant
difference, as shown in Fig. 16. However, when the network
load increases, the shared model outperforms the dedicated
model, as shown in Fig. 17.

Figure 17. Arrival rate = 1.0.

The results show how policies may be used to offer dif-
ferentiated classes for LIVPN services and to control ser-

vice behavior and performance. Providers must analyze and
elaborate on which configuration policies customers should
be allowed to specify, since the same policy may benefit
a customer while degrading the overall provider network
performance. Moreover, a policy that improves the perfor-
mance of an LIVPN service may degrade the performance
ofanother service, depending on the network conditions and
the configuration of other services. For instance, in the case

of the resource allocation configuration policy, the results
showed advantages and disadvantages at different perspec-

tives. In the scenario presented in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, the
dedicated model was successfully used to improve the per-

formance of the LIVPN 0 by decreasing its blocking rate.
Nevertheless, the average blocking rate ofthe other services
was increased. Also, we saw that the dedicated resource al-
location model proved to be less efficient with respect to
the blocking rate when all services were configured to use

the same model, as shown in Fig. 15. However, in dedi-
cated model the path computation algorithm can optimize
resource allocation since resources are not shared and de-
tailed availability information is possible. The work pre-

sented in [18] proposes path computation algorithms and
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describe a multilayer scenario in which dedicated model
outperforms shared model in terms of blocking rate. The
authors argue that the efficiency of optimized path compu-
tation algorithms in dedicated model can overcome the dis-
advantage of not sharing provider network resources.

In summary, the simulated scenarios demonstrate that by
supporting policy-based management the proposed archi-
tecture is a suitable and flexible approach to provide sep-
arate LIVPN management for customers. However, a chal-
lenge issue is how to estimate the overall effect of policies.
It is a difficult task to evaluate how configuration policies
for one LIVPN service can affect the behavior of others and
the provider network. The providers must develop mech-
anisms and tools to simulate and evaluate policy effects.
Also there can be conflict between policies of customers
and provider network administrators. Priority mechanisms
can be used to resolve policy conflicts and regulate the level
of policy control that is given to customers.

7 Conclusion

We have described a policy-based framework for LlVPN
management and proposed major classes for LIVPN poli-
cies. Moreover, we have proposed a policy-based LIVPN
management architecture. A prototype system has been im-
plemented in order to validate this architecture. The sim-
ulations have demonstrated the feasibility of the architec-
ture and the effects and implications of configuration poli-
cies considering different points of view. We have demon-
strated how Policy-Based Management can be used in the
configuration management of LIVPN services. Indeed, the
proposed management architecture is a suitable approach
to enable multiple customers to manage their LIVPN ser-
vices. However, it is not easy to service providers the task
of supervising and isolating the customer control.

Future work will include to investigate how to provide
Layer 1 VPN services over multiple routing domains, eval-
uate the impact of other LlVPN policies over the provider
network, and investigate how LIVPN resource allocation
can benefit from policy-based management. Other interest-
ing work is to implement a prototype of the proposed archi-
tecture considering the control-based LIVPN service model
and evaluate scalability issues.
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